In Brief
Recent algorithmic models of visual motion detection in the fly rely on processing of three input channels. By characterizing the spatiotemporal response properties of the neurons presynaptic to fly motion-sensing cells across two tuning states, Arenz, Drews, et al. predict functional roles for these neurons in computing the direction of motion.
INTRODUCTION
The detection of visual motion arising from ego-motion is crucial for course stabilization in flies [1] . Sets of large tangential cells in the lobula plate of the fly optic lobe respond selectively to the optic flow resulting from whole-body rotation around different axes. As single photoreceptors respond to local luminance changes in a non-direction-selective way, the intervening circuitry of the optic lobe [2] [3] [4] [5] (Figure 1 ) must serve to extract the feature of visual motion by spatiotemporal comparison of the responses of neighboring photoreceptors.
Two competing algorithmic models of motion detectors have been proposed ( Figure 1A ). Both models rely on asymmetric temporal filtering of two input signals that are then fed into a non-linearity. They differ by the type of non-linearity employed and the location of the delay filter. In the Barlow-Levick (BL) detector ( Figure 1Aii ) [6] , the delay is located on the preferred side and the non-linearity is inhibitory, leading to a suppression of signals moving in the null direction (ND). In the Hassenstein-Reichardt (HR) detector (Figure 1Ai ) [7] , the delay is located on the null side and the non-linearity is excitatory, leading to an enhancement of signals moving in the preferred direction (PD). In the full HR detector (Figure 1Aiii ), two of those subunits, or halfdetectors, are arranged in a mirror-symmetric fashion and subtracted from each other to yield a fully opponent detector (for review, see [8] ).
How do the proposed elements of these algorithmic models map onto the neural circuits of the fly, and how does direction selectivity arise? The fly optic lobe consists of four neuropils downstream of the retina: the lamina, medulla, lobula, and lobula plate ( Figure 1B ). Photoreceptors synapse onto lamina monopolar cells. These lamina cells feed into two separate pathways encoding for different contrast polarities [9] [10] [11] : the ON pathway encodes brightness increments, and the OFF pathway encodes brightness decrements. In each pathway, the direction of visual motion is computed separately [12, 13] . In both pathways, lamina neurons connect onto a distinct set of medulla neurons. In the ON pathway, these medulla neurons have axon terminals in layer 10 of the medulla, where they overlap with the dendrites of T4 neurons [4] . In the OFF pathway, transmedulla neurons project to the lobula, where they synapse onto the dendrites of T5 neurons [5] . T4 and T5 neurons each fall into four subclasses, which respond selectively to visual motion in one of the four cardinal directions (front-to-back, back-to-front, up, and down) and project their axons according to this preference to one of the four layers of the lobula plate [14] . There, T4 and T5 cells converge and provide direct excitatory cholinergic input onto wide-field lobula plate tangential cells [15] . In addition, T4 and T5 cells synapse onto lobula plate intrinsic (LPi) neurons, which in turn inhibit tangential cells in the adjacent, oppositely tuned layer [16] , making tangential cells fully motion opponent. Hence, T4 and T5 neurons would represent the half-detector units of the fully opponent motion detector model just before the subtraction stage. Although the HR detector describes the responses of lobula plate tangential cells well, the responses of T4 and T5 neurons are more directionally selective than would be expected for the half-detectors of the HR model [14, 17] .
In the ON pathway, medulla intrinsic neuron 1 (Mi1) and transmedullary neuron 3 (Tm3) were originally suggested as the main inputs onto T4 neurons from electron-microscopic reconstructions [4] . These data showed a small spatial offset of about a fifth of a column, about 1 in visual space, between Mi1 and Tm3 synapsing onto the same T4 neuron, with Tm3 located toward the null side of the T4 neuron. Based on this spatial offset, two possible implementations of the motion detector were suggested: a HR correlator with Tm3, or a BL detector with Mi1, as the delayed arm. Subsequent patch-clamp recordings showed a small temporal delay of $20 ms for Mi1 with regard to Tm3, as well as a similar temporal offset of Tm1 with respect to Tm2 in the OFF pathway [18] . This led to the suggestion of HR correlator implementations with Mi1 and Tm1 as the delayed and Tm3 and Tm2 as the direct arms in the ON and the OFF pathway, respectively [18, 19] .
However, new findings from several recent studies question this model. First, new electron-microscopic circuit reconstructions show additional synaptic input from Mi4 and Mi9 cells onto T4 cells (Lou Scheffer, personal communication; https://web. archive.org/web/20150218101857/http://emanalysis.janelia.org/ flyem_tables.php), and from the transmedulla neurons Tm4 and Tm9 onto T5 cells [5] . Second, when all four input cell types in the OFF pathway were considered, large differences in their temporal response kinetics to flashes of dark bars were revealed [20] . Whereas Tm1, Tm2, and Tm4 respond like band-pass filters with different time constants, Tm9 has the response characteristic of a pure low-pass filter, together forming a filter bank that lends itself well to the construction of motion detectors. Third, whereas blocking the synaptic output of Mi1 severely reduces responses of tangential cells to moving ON edges, blocking Tm3 output only affects responses to edges moving at higher angular velocities but leaves responses to lower velocities unchanged [21] . This again argues against Tm3 being one of the two arms of the motion detector under all conditions. Similarly, in the OFF pathway, all four cell types were shown to contribute to the detection of moving OFF edges. Blocking their synaptic output decreased the responses of downstream tangential cells and reduced the optomotor response to OFF edges [20] . However, no blocks of single cell types or of two types in combination fully abolished the responses to dark edges, suggesting either redundancy or a more complicated implementation than previously suggested. Fourth, recent experiments based on the sequential stimulation of individual laminar cartridges revealed that the elementary motion detectors in the ON pathway, T4 neurons, implement ND suppression [17] in addition to PD enhancement [22] (Figure 1Aiv ). Spatiotemporal receptive fields of T5 neurons are consistent with a similar model in the OFF pathway [23] . This more elaborate motion detector implementation could explain the high direction selectivity. However, in contrast to both HR and BL detectors, it relies on at least three input elements.
Taken together, in both pathways, evidence mounts for a neural implementation that is more complicated than either the BL or the HR model alone, and there is a multitude of combinations possible to place the known columnar input elements into the proposed algorithmic three-arm model of the Drosophila motion detectors.
In order to dissect the roles and contributions of individual cell types, it would be helpful to modify their temporal response dynamics and observe the effect on the downstream motion detectors. One remarkable property of tangential cells is that their velocity tuning is not fixed but dependent on the behavioral state of the fly, as has been observed in Drosophila and Lucilia. In walking [24] as well as in tethered flying flies [25, 26] , the temporal-frequency tuning shifts toward higher frequencies, corresponding to higher velocities, potentially matching the expected change of the stimulus statistics from resting to active locomotion. The behavioral effect can be mimicked in resting flies by pharmacological activation of octopamine receptors with octopamine [26] or the octopamine agonist chlordimeform (CDM) [25, 27] . The physiological source of this neuromodulation is octopaminergic neurons that project to the medulla, lobula, and lobula plate [28, 29] . They become activated during flight and are both necessary and sufficient for the increase in responses to higher temporal frequencies [26] . Importantly, this change in the temporal tuning could be reproduced in computer simulations by decreasing the low-pass filter time constant in the HR detector [25] , indicating that identifying the input elements that change their kinetics under octopamine activation might help to pinpoint their functional roles in the detector. In the Hassenstein-Reichardt (HR) correlator (of which a half-detector is shown here), a delay (t) on the first of two arms activated by motion in the preferred direction (PD) causes coincidence of the two signals from neighboring photoreceptors (separated by an angle, Df). A multiplicative non-linearity results in a PD enhancement. (Aii) In the Barlow-Levick (BL) detector the delay is located on the opposite arm, and the non-linearity is suppressive/inhibitory, causing a null-direction (ND) suppression. (Aiii) In the full HR correlator, two mirror symmetric subunits from (Ai) are subtracted, resulting in a fully opponent detector, which not only depolarizes in PD but also hyperpolarizes in ND. (Aiv) A recently proposed model, based on the responses of T4 neurons to apparent motion stimuli, combines PD enhancement and ND suppression along the PD axis. (B) Schematic of the circuitry of the Drosophila optic lobe showing neuron classes suggested to be involved in visual motion detection. Local luminance changes are detected by photoreceptors in the retina and relayed via lamina monopolar neurons (classes L1-L5) and medulla neurons (Mi1, Tm3, Mi4, Mi9, Tm1, Tm2, Tm4, and Tm9) to T4 and T5 neurons. The latter are the first neurons in the visual pathway that respond selectively to motion. Both T4 and T5 form four subtypes that respond to one of the cardinal directions and project accordingly to the four layers of the lobula plate, thus forming a map of visual motion directions. In the lobula plate, they synapse onto large-field tangential cells (horizontal system In this study, we comprehensively characterize the spatiotemporal response profiles of all known columnar input elements of both the ON and OFF motion detectors in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and take advantage of the motion detectors' state-dependent tuning characteristics. Using computer simulations, we test which combinations of input elements result in the observed properties of T4 and T5 neurons and thereby narrow down their possible cellular implementation. In particular, we address the question of whether the response dynamics of the input elements are sufficient to yield realistic motion detectors, or whether additional mechanisms on the synaptic or dendritic level are required to further modify the dynamics of the input signals.
RESULTS

Characterization of the Columnar Input Neurons to T4 Cells
The functional role of the input neurons to the elementary motion detectors and their correspondence to elements of any detector model depend crucially on their spatiotemporal response characteristics. For this reason, we characterized the spatial extent of the receptive fields as well as the response dynamics of all putative input elements to the T4 and T5 cells: Mi1, Tm3, Mi4, and Mi9 in the ON pathway, and Tm1, Tm2, Tm4, and Tm9 in the OFF pathway. Expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6f [30] with cell-type-specific Gal4-driver lines, we imaged calcium signals in single terminals in layer 10 of the medulla or the proximal lobula for the ON-and OFF-pathway elements, respectively.
To precisely map the receptive fields of the input elements, we used a one-dimensional white-noise stimulus consisting of 2.8 wide horizontal or vertical bars covering the full extent of the arena (Figures 2A-2D ; Figure S1 ; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The spatiotemporal receptive fields were then determined from the neuron's calcium response by reverse correlation. The spatial components of these are the one-dimensional horizontal and vertical projections of the underlying twodimensional spatial receptive field of the cell. In all cases, they strongly resembled a difference of Gaussians (DOG; also called a ''Mexican hat''). Because they were similar for both the horizontal and vertical dimensions, we fitted a two-dimensional DOG to reconstruct two-dimensional spatial receptive fields ( Figures 2E-2H and 2K-2N ). The temporal component of the spatiotemporal receptive field reflects the temporal filtering properties of the neuron (impulse response). The extracted temporal filters were validated by predicting held-out test sequences of neuronal responses from the stimulus for two example neuron types (Mi1 and Tm9) ( Figure S2 ; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
All four cell types in the ON pathway, Mi1, Tm3, Mi4, and Mi9, showed locally confined receptive fields that appeared isotropic in the horizontal and vertical dimensions ( Figures 2E-2H ). Mi1, Mi4, and Mi9 cells revealed a receptive field center with a halfwidth diameter of approximately 6 -7 , corresponding to about one optical column. In contrast, the receptive field center of Tm3 was substantially larger, with a half-width diameter of about 12 . Mi4 and Mi9, and to a lesser degree Mi1, also revealed a significant antagonistic surround, giving them spatial band-pass characteristics. This antagonistic surround had a half-width diameter of approximately 20 for both Mi4 and Mi9 (Table S1 ). Because the area and thus the volume under the curve are proportional to the square of the radius, the amplitude ratio of surround to center should equal the inverse of the ratio of the squares of their half-widths for the center and the antagonistic surround to cancel perfectly. Notably, this relation is fulfilled for both low-pass elements, and the integrals of their surrounds perfectly match their respective centers, thus predicting no responses to wide-field flicker stimuli. At the same time, the spatial band-pass filter enhances responses to edges within the visual scene. In the case of Mi1, the integral of the surround reached about 50% of the one of the center. For Tm3, surround inhibition was completely absent, such that those cells have a pure lowpass characteristic in the spatial domain.
The temporal component of the spatiotemporal receptive field centers yielded the impulse responses, which reflect the temporal filtering properties of the respective cell type. Mi1 and Tm3 showed band-pass filter characteristics, as can be seen in their biphasic impulse responses ( Figure 2I ) and in their response spectra ( Figure 2J ). In contrast, Mi4 and Mi9 appeared as pure low-pass filters ( Figures 2I and 2J) . Surprisingly, and in contrast to the other elements of the ON pathway, Mi9 showed the inverse contrast preference, with an increased calcium response to darkening in its receptive field center (OFF response). However, apart from the polarity, the time course and filter characteristics of Mi9 were very similar to those of Mi4 ( Figures 2I and 2J) . Thus, the four ON-pathway elements can essentially be grouped into two classes: two fast-transient cells (Mi1 and Tm3) and two slow-sustained cells (Mi4 and Mi9). Within each class, the cells' impulse responses revealed only small differences.
Characterization of the Columnar Input Neurons to T5 Cells
We next performed analogous experiments on the OFF-pathway elements Tm1, Tm2, Tm4, and Tm9. Mirroring the situation in the ON pathway, all four neurons of the OFF pathway had locally confined isotropic receptive fields ( Figures 2K-2N ). In agreement with previous reports [18, 20] , they were all excited by luminance decrements. Accordingly, they revealed an OFF receptive field center. The receptive fields of all four cells also had an antagonistic surround component, giving them a spatial band-pass characteristic. In contrast to Mi4 and Mi9, however, the surround inhibition, with respect to the center, was weaker, which should render them more responsive to wide-field flicker. As a parallel to the ON-pathway elements, three of the neurons, Tm1, Tm2, and Tm9, showed a receptive field center with a half-width diameter of about 7 , whereas one element, Tm4, had a larger receptive field center, with a half-width diameter of approximately 10 . The half-width of the antagonistic surround amounted to about 25 for Tm1, Tm2, and Tm9 and to 35 for Tm4 (Table S2) . As for Mi1, and in contrast to Mi4 and Mi9, the antagonistic surround strength for all OFF input elements reached about 50% of the center, as calculated above on the basis of the amplitude and half-width ratios.
As for the ON-pathway elements, we assessed the temporal filter dynamics by measuring the impulse responses within the receptive field centers ( Figures 2O and 2P ). This revealed a clear band-pass characteristic for Tm1, Tm2, and Tm4 with rather short low-pass time constants of about 100-270 ms. In contrast, the impulse response of Tm9 reflected a pure low-pass filter with a much longer time constant of about 500 ms. Within the group of band-pass filters, Tm1, Tm2, and Tm4 responses have different time courses ( Figure 2O ) and response spectra ( Figure 2P ), corroborating a previous study [20] . Thus, as a striking difference from the ON-pathway elements, where two fast and two slow cells are found, the OFF pathway comprises three fast and only one slow cell.
Application of the Octopamine Agonist CDM Changes the Temporal Frequency Tuning of T4 and T5 Cells
It has previously been shown that activation of the octopamine system modulates the temporal-frequency tuning of lobula plate tangential cells [25, 26] . This effect could be implemented directly at the level of the tangential cells, or indirectly, by modifying the temporal tuning properties of its presynaptic input neurons, i.e., the T4/T5 cells. The latter case would give a handle to manipulate the elementary motion detectors and potentially allow narrowing down of their cellular implementation.
We first confirmed that the activation of the octopamine system with the octopamine agonist CDM [31] at a concentration of 20 mM [25] shifts the temporal tuning of tangential cells in the lobula plate of immobilized Drosophila to higher frequencies ( Figure S3 ), corroborating earlier findings using octopamine [26] .
Next we focused on T4 and T5 neurons. We performed twophoton Ca 2+ imaging in Drosophila expressing the genetically encoded calcium indicator GCaMP6m in the subset of T4/T5 neurons that are upward motion selective and project their axons to layer 3 of the lobula plate (T4c/T5c) ( Figure 3A ). Visual stimulation was presented on a semi-cylindrical LED arena and consisted of full-contrast square-wave gratings with a spatial wavelength of 24 , moving at 12 different velocities ranging from 1.2 /s to 480 /s, corresponding to temporal frequencies from 0.05 to 20 Hz, in PD and ND. Responses of T4 and T5 neurons were quantified as relative change of fluorescence (DF/F) amplitudes within small regions of interest in lobula plate layer 3 (example traces in Figure 3B ). We found a temporal-frequency optimum of 1 Hz for motion in PD ( Figure 3C , black traces). Application of CDM shifted the temporal-frequency optimum from 1 Hz in control to about 2.5 Hz ( Figure 3C , magenta traces). Recording Ca 2+ signals from the dendrites of either T4 or T5 cells, we found that T4 and T5 cells, considered separately, exhibited a similar temporal-frequency tuning, under control conditions as well as after application of CDM, and a similar shift in their tuning with CDM ( Figures 3D and 3E) . In order to distinguish changes in the response to isolated motion stimuli from changes in the temporal integration of periodic signals, we also tested the velocity tuning of T4 and T5 neurons to moving edges. For this, we presented bright and dark edges of full contrast moving at different speeds ranging from 3 /s to 300 /s in PD ( Figures 3F and 3G ). Corroborating previous results [14] , T4 neurons responded selectively to bright edges, whereas T5 neurons were found to be selective for motion of dark edges. Measuring the calcium responses in the axon terminals in the lobula plate, we found that under control conditions the responses were highest to edges moving at the slowest velocity of 3 /s for both ON and OFF edges, i.e., T4 and T5 neurons, respectively ( Figures 3F and 3G , black traces). As was seen for the grating stimuli above, application of CDM shifted the optimal stimulus condition to higher velocities of 12 /s ( Figures  3F and 3G, magenta traces) .
Therefore, the shift of the temporal tuning properties of lobula plate tangential cells during flight or mimicked by the application of octopamine-receptor agonists (Figure S3 [25, 26] ) is already present at the level of the T4 and T5 cells, thus affecting the tuning of the elementary motion detectors.
Octopamine-Receptor Activation Speeds the Input Elements of T4 and T5 Cells Different possible mechanisms could explain this shift of temporal tuning in T4/T5 cells. On the one hand, octopamine signaling could affect the synaptic inputs onto T4 and T5 neurons by changing the kinetics of neurotransmitter receptors or the dendritic integration of those signals in T4/T5 neurons. Different input elements with different response kinetics could differentially contribute to the postsynaptic signals in different states through changes in their response amplitude or via their synaptic weight. On the other hand, the kinetics of some or all input elements could speed up. We set out to test the latter hypothesis, i.e., that the response characteristics and tuning of the elementary motion detectors result directly from the temporal dynamics of the respective input elements.
For this, we characterized the spatiotemporal receptive fields of all input elements in both the ON and OFF pathways after activation of the octopamine system with CDM and compared them to control conditions. Application of CDM left the spatial receptive fields of all four input neurons in the ON pathway unaffected ( Figure 4A ). However, it accelerated the response kinetics of all four cell types to different degrees, with much stronger effects on the fast band-pass elements Mi1 and Tm3 than on the slow low-pass filters Mi4 and Mi9 ( Figures 4B and 4C , magenta traces; Figures S4A, S5Ai, and S5Bi). As for control conditions, response kinetics of Mi1 and Tm3, as well as of Mi4 and Mi9, remained similar to each other after addition of CDM. In the OFF pathway, the results were very similar. The spatial receptive fields appeared unchanged by CDM for any of the columnar input neurons ( Figure 4D ). However, in the temporal domain, addition of CDM to the bath sped up the impulse responses significantly ( Figures 4E and 4F , magenta traces; Figures S4B, S6Ai, and S6Bi), as was seen in the ON-pathway band-pass elements.
Computer Simulations Based on the Input Elements' Temporal Filters Suggest Candidate Motion Detectors
The input elements to the motion-detecting neurons T4 and T5 can be roughly grouped into two classes: temporal low-pass filters with large time constants, and band-pass filters with significantly shorter time constants. We used the above-determined spatial receptive fields and response kinetics of the input elements and asked whether these could predict the responses of their postsynaptic targets, the elementary motion detector T4/T5 cells, without the necessity of additional filters or delays implemented either at the level of the synapses between the inputs and the T4/T5 cells or within the dendrites of the T4/T5 cells itself. In addition, we asked whether the observed shift in the temporal tuning in T4/T5 cells after application of the octopamine agonist CDM could be fully explained by the change of filter properties of the respective input neurons. Although GCaMP6f has relatively fast kinetics when compared with other calcium indicators, it still possesses a decay time constant on the order of hundreds of milliseconds [30, 32] Figures S5 and S6 ). These corrected spectra were used as an approximation of the underlying filter properties of the input cells by fitting first-order filters to the average corrected frequency responses (Tables  S1 and S2 ). We then used these values as well as the spatial filter characteristics in our computer simulations of a motion detector. Because the synaptic transmitters and postsynaptic receptors, and therefore the sign of the synaptic inputs, are not known, we decided not to make any assumptions about the sign of the synapses and ignored the response polarities of the determined receptive fields in our simulations.
Our simulations were based on a motion detector that combines PD enhancement and ND suppression, resembling a hybrid of a HR half-detector and a BL detector, as described in Haag et al. [17] (Figure 1Aiv ). In this detector, three inputs with receptive fields offset by 5 each along the PD axis are processed such that an enhancing input A on the null side (left) forms a multiplicative non-linearity with the central, direct input (B), whereas a suppressing input (C) on the preferred side (right) implements a divisive non-linearity. The response of this detector equals the product of the input signals on the enhancing and the direct arm, divided by the signal from the suppressing arm (see the Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
There are 24 possible permutations that map the four input elements of each pathway onto the three positions of this detector, each one resulting in a detector with different tuning properties. Without making any further assumptions, we asked whether some of these combinations would yield more direction-selective motion detectors than others. Each simulated detector was tested with moving square-wave gratings, and the responses were quantified in three ways ( Figure 5A ): (1) To assess how well the particular detector model discriminates between motion along PD and ND across velocities, we simulated square-wave gratings moving in PD and ND at different speeds covering more than three orders of magnitude. From the simulated responses, we calculated a direction selectivity index (DSI) as the relative difference between PD and ND responses, averaged over all grating velocities/temporal frequencies. (2) To judge the frequency tuning, we determined the temporal frequency evoking the maximum response in PD (temporal-frequency optimum, f opt ). (3) To characterize the direction tuning beyond PD and ND, emphasizing tuning sharpness, we simulated gratings moving in 12 equally spaced directions at the f opt of each detector, as determined above. From those simulated responses, the normalized length of the tuning vector (L dir ) was calculated [33] . This tuning vector length of the hybrid detector was furthermore compared with the ones of the constituting HR and BL modules (Figures 1Ai and 1Aii , respectively).
In general, detectors with the low-pass filters Mi4 and Mi9 on both the outer enhancing and suppressing arms, flanking one of the band-pass elements Mi1 or Tm3, performed extremely well: they showed a rather high degree of direction selectivity and tuning sharpness ( Figure 5B ), in good agreement with the experimental data from T4 cells (compare with [14] ), and their temporal-frequency optimum matched that of T4 cells as well ( Figure 5B, right; compare with Figures 3C and 3D ).
In addition, most combinations with one central low-pass neuron, Mi4, or, particularly, Mi9, flanked by the two bandpass elements Mi1 and Tm3, also achieved high directionselectivity values. The PD (see arrows in Figure 5B , left) of these detectors is inverted as a consequence of the position of the delay in the HR and BL sub-modules. However, when considering both sub-modules separately (blue and red bars, respectively, in Figure 5B , right), the BL alone showed very low tuning sharpness (L dir ) and thus contributed little to the hybrid detector. This affects the tuning specificity of the hybrid detector, as can be seen when comparing, for example, Tm3xMi9/Mi1 with Mi9xTm3/Mi4. Both detectors are built on the same HR detector (using the same cells), but the one that employs Mi4 for the BL part of the model has a higher tuning sharpness. The same is true for all other pairs of this kind: given one pair of cells for the HR module, the implementation that places two low-pass filters on the outer arms of the detector always has the sharper tuning. Similarly, detectors that incorporated two elements with similar temporal response properties (such as Mi1 and Tm3) on two adjacent positions tended to perform worse, especially with respect to the L dir value, indicating poor tuning sharpness. This can be easily explained by the fact that both the HR and BL modules of the hybrid detector rely on temporal differences in their respective two input arms. Inputs with more similar kinetics thus render the corresponding module less effective in creating direction selectivity. In fact, the best detectors were those where both halves showed high direction selectivities on their own ( Figure 5B,  right) , provided the PDs of both modules were aligned.
Interestingly, almost all combinations showed a shift in their tuning toward higher temporal-frequency optima by about a factor of 2 when the filter properties after application of the octopamine agonist CDM were used, matching the experimental data. As a control that the direction selectivities in our simulations were not dependent on the used deconvolution filter, we repeated the simulations with the raw temporal kernels derived from the calcium responses. The same arrangements of input elements led to the motion detectors with the highest direction-selectivity values ( Figure 5C ), consistent with the notion that it is the relative filter properties that are crucial. Deconvolution merely changes the temporal frequency of the visual stimulus that leads to the maximum response ( Figure 5D ).
In the above simulations, we followed an unbiased approach with all inputs separated by 5 , thus having receptive fields arising from neighboring neuro-ommatidia. However, electronmicroscopic reconstructions have shown a spatial offset between Tm3 and Mi1 cells projecting to the same T4 cell of about 1 in this order along the PD of the postsynaptic T4 cell [4] . The smaller spatial offset could counterbalance the small differences in temporal kinetics between these cells. Repeating the above simulations of the three-arm detector under these constraints still resulted in poorly direction-selective detectors for these combinations, with L dir values of 0.38 (for Mi9xTm3/Mi1, as compared to 0.41 for a 5 offset) or less. In fact, when considering only a simple two-arm detector (HR or BL type), any detector that consisted of Tm3 and Mi1 with a spatial offset of 1 resulted in L dir values of less than 0.06 for both types of detectors (in comparison to 0.13 for a 5 offset). Although the evidence is weaker for the structure of the motion detector implementation in T5, we constructed analogous motion detectors for the OFF pathway with the measured receptive fields and response kinetics of the columnar inputs onto T5 neurons ( Figure 5E ). In contrast to the ON pathway, only one out of the four input elements, Tm9, constitutes a low-pass filter, whereas the other three, Tm1, Tm2, and Tm4, exhibit bandpass characteristics. Most input element combinations resulted in motion detectors with low direction selectivity. Notably, the highest direction selectivity resulted from detectors with the low-pass filter Tm9 on the suppressing arm. Naturally, detectors with the fastest input (principally Tm2) in the central position flanked by two slower elements achieved higher direction selectivities, as with this arrangement the PDs of the HR and BL subunits are aligned. Arrangements with the sole low-pass filter, Tm9, in the central position resulted in detectors with poor directional tuning, both measured as DSI across all frequencies and L dir , resulting from a virtually ineffective BL half ( Figure 5E, right) . Interestingly, combinations with the band-pass filters Tm1 and Tm4 constituting either half of the detector tended to perform comparatively poorly-and sometimes even showed a complete breakdown of direction selectivity-in at least one of the simulated physiological states. This can be explained by the fact that the small differences in the temporal response kinetics of these neurons were not stable between control and under CDM ( Figure S6 ). As was seen for the ON pathway, using the spatiotemporal filters extracted under CDM in the simulations led to an increase of the temporal-frequency optimum by about a factor of 2 across all detectors ( Figure 5E , middle, magenta dots). Again, the simulations were robust to the deconvolution applied to account for the filtering by the calcium indicator (Figure 5F ). The best arrangements were the same irrespective of whether the raw or deconvolved filters were used, and only the temporal-frequency optimum was affected ( Figure 5G ).
Taken together, we find distinctly different response kinetics of the input elements in both the ON and the OFF pathway, from band-pass filters to pure low-pass filters. These map naturally onto hybrid elementary motion detectors implementing PD enhancement and ND suppression. The best-performing detectors arise when the fastest element occupies the central arm, flanked by slower inputs on the enhancing and suppressing arms. In the ON pathway, two low-pass inputs, Mi4 and Mi9, are found to fill this role. In the OFF pathway, the single lowpass element, Tm9, appears to be best positioned on the suppressing arm to achieve the highest direction selectivity.
DISCUSSION
To understand how motion detection is implemented on the dendrites of T4 and T5 cells, we describe in this study the response of the detector is assessed across all temporal frequencies based on the area under the temporal-frequency tuning curves in PD and ND as the direction selectivity index: DSI = (SPD À SND) / (SPD + SND). properties of the elementary motion detectors in Drosophila, the T4 and T5 neurons, as well as all of their known columnar synaptic input neurons, under two different tuning regimes. With this comprehensive characterization, we are able to narrow down the cellular implementation of the motion detectors and suggest probable wiring diagrams.
All of these input elements possess spatially restricted receptive fields with centers spanning one to two ommatidia. All, with the exception of the ON-pathway band-pass neuron Tm3, have pronounced antagonistic surrounds. Particularly for the lowpass filter elements Mi4 and Mi9, the strong antagonistic surround fully counterbalances the excitatory center. This should not only eliminate sensitivity to large-field flicker stimuli but more importantly curtail the otherwise tonic responses of pure low-pass filters to moving edges, and thus strongly improve direction selectivity. The locally confined receptive fields are in agreement with previous studies [18, 20, 34] but in contradiction to [35] , which described Tm9 as a wide-field neuron. In both pathways, one neuron shows a larger receptive field (Tm3 in the ON pathway, and Tm4 in the OFF pathway). The larger receptive field sizes of Tm3 [18] and Tm4 neurons are consistent with the multi-columnar input these neurons receive based on electron-microscopic reconstructions [4, 5] .
All elements of the OFF pathway respond to light OFF in the center of their receptive fields, consistent with [20] . In the ON pathway, Mi1, Tm3 [18] , and Mi4 analogously show an ONcenter response. Mi9, however, despite being an element in the ON pathway, responds positively to OFF stimuli. This could suggest a sign reversal through an inhibitory synapse onto T4. However, it is not known what neurotransmitter is released by Mi9, and thus whether it excites or inhibits T4 neurons.
Within each of the two pathways, we find a diversity of temporal filter characteristics from fast band-pass filters to pure lowpass filters with slow-sustained responses. These differences in temporal dynamics make them ideal components for motion detection without the need of postulating further processing by slow synaptic signaling or electrotonic filtering within the dendrites of T4 and T5 cells. Where the response kinetics of these cells have been previously described, our data are consistent. In particular, Mi1, Tm3, Tm1, Tm2, and Tm4 have previously been shown to respond transiently to sustained stimuli, i.e., to possess band-pass characteristics [18, 20, 34 ]. Tm3 appears faster than Mi1 [18] (but see [36] ), and Tm2 faster than Tm1 [18, 20, 36] . However, these temporal differences are often very small. On the other hand, Tm9 in the OFF pathway has been described as a low-pass filter [20, 35] , which matches our results. In the ON pathway, we find that the previously uncharacterized cell types Mi4 and Mi9 also show pure temporal low-pass response characteristics. Thus, in both pathways, input elements with slow-sustained and fast-transient responses are found, which then converge onto the dendrites of T4 and T5 cells, respectively. Yet the relative distribution differs. In the ON pathway, two input elements show pure low-pass characteristics (Mi4 and Mi9), whereas in the OFF pathway, Tm9 constitutes the only pure low-pass filter. Two of the three input elements that constitute pure low-pass filters, namely Mi9 in the ON and Tm9 in the OFF pathway, receive their lamina input primarily from the lamina monopolar neuron L3 [37] . As L3 has been shown to respond in a slower and more sustained fashion [38] than, e.g., the transient L2 [10, 11] , this could explain the low-pass characteristics of Mi9 and Tm9. L3, like all lamina neurons, responds positively to light decrements, and it releases the excitatory neurotransmitter acetylcholine, explaining the OFF response of Tm9 and Mi9. The response dynamics of Mi4 are likely to be heavily shaped by the strong reciprocal connections with Mi9 [37] . These reciprocal connections, and thus likely the cells themselves, would have to be inhibitory, as these cells show opposite response polarities.
Based on the spatial receptive fields and response kinetics, we could ask which input neurons could play which role in the motion detector. Previous computer simulations based on the measured dynamics of Tm cells in the OFF pathway have shown that most combinations of two elements result in classical (full) HR detectors with similar temporal tuning optima roughly matching the tuning of tangential cells [20] . In that study, only the combination of Tm2 and Tm4 could be excluded, as their filter time constants were too similar to each other to result in a functioning detector. However, subtraction of oppositely tuned half-detectors not only leads to motion opponency but increases direction selectivity of otherwise poorly tuned half-detectors. Consequently, the tuning of lobula plate tangential cells represents a rather indirect readout. By comparing simulations of the halfdetector stage with recordings from T4 and T5 neurons, we can exclude the majority of possible combinations of input elements based on their temporal-frequency optimum or directional selectivity (see below).
Based on visual stimulation of single individual columns, T4 neurons have recently been shown to implement both PD enhancement and ND suppression [17] . The receptive fields of these interactions are spatially offset along the PD axis in this order. The corresponding hybrid of an HR half-detector and a BL detector requires a minimum of three columnar inputs: a fast central input, flanked by two outer inputs providing signals that are delayed relative to the central one.
In our computer simulations for the ON pathway ( Figure 5 ), the majority of detectors with the highest direction selectivity fall into two groups: (1) the two low-pass filter elements Mi4 and Mi9 on the outer enhancing and suppressing arms, and either of the fast band-pass elements Mi1 and Tm3 on the central arm, matching the above layout, and (2) the inverted arrangement, with one central low-pass filter, flanked by the band-pass filter elements Mi1 and Tm3. This also resulted in an inverted PD.
In the latter case, however, the BL subunit considered alone contributed very little to the directional tuning ( Figure 5B, right) , as the low-pass-filtered central excitatory input tends to outlast the corresponding suppression from the band-pass outer arm. This reduces the tuning sharpness of these detectors. Furthermore, this implementation does not match the arrangement of PD-enhancement and ND-suppression receptive fields along the PD in this order found for T4 cells [17] . Additionally, this arrangement would require Mi1 and Tm3 on the outer arms of the model, which is in stark contrast to their reported 1 spatial offset [4] .
Among the more direction-selective detectors was also one combination with Tm3 on the central and Mi1 on the suppressing arm. However, the resulting BL subunit considered alone shows very poor directional tuning, and the direction selectivity arises virtually exclusively from the HR subunit. Even taking the reported small anatomical offset of about 1 between these cells into account [4] did not compensate for the small temporal differences but actually resulted in even worse directional tuning. This indicates that sizable differences not only in the temporal but also in the spatial domain are a prerequisite for direction selectivity. Similar considerations are true for all combinations that place neurons with similar response kinetics on neighboring arms. In general, the most effective hybrid detectors result from combinations of cells that are arranged such that the respective HR and BL sub-detectors are as direction selective as possible and aligned in their PD.
For detectors where two low-pass filters flank a central bandpass filter element, both Mi1 and Tm3 seem feasible to fill the role of the latter. However, a previous study blocking the synaptic output of Tm3 found an effect on the response of tangential cells to moving ON edges only at high but not at low to moderate velocities [21] . Hence, although we do not exclude a functional role for Tm3 in ON motion detection, this finding argues against Tm3 as the (sole) central arm of the detector in the ON pathway, as the interference especially with the central arm should fully abolish the detection of motion.
Taken together, an implementation of the ON elementary motion detector as depicted in Figure 6 seems most likely: Mi1 as the fast central input, flanked by the low-pass elements Mi4 and Mi9 constituting the suppressing and enhancing arm in either order. Depending on the location, these neurons need to be either both excitatory or both inhibitory to accommodate their respective response polarity and fulfill the required role of enhancing and suppressing input. Considering their opposite polarity and reciprocal connection, it is more likely that both neurons are inhibitory. This would place Mi9 on the enhancing arm (''A'' in Figure 6A ), and Mi4 on the suppressing arm (''C'' in Figure 6A ). Importantly, with the observed range of temporal response characteristics in the input elements, it is not necessary to postulate further delays at the synaptic or dendritic level.
In the OFF pathway, the algorithmic structure of motion detection is less clear. On the one hand, spatiotemporal receptive field measurements of T5 neurons reveal excitatory and inhibitory sub-fields that are offset along the PD axis and appropriately tilted in space and time to support PD enhancement and ND suppression [23] . This would suggest a similar architecture as for T4. On the other hand, other studies have only reported PD enhancement for T5 [22, 39] . Nevertheless, we performed analogous simulations based on the measured T5 input kinetics and receptive fields assuming a similar detector architecture. The two detectors with the highest direction selectivity incorporated the low-pass filter, Tm9, into their suppressing arm (Figure 5E ). Lacking a second pure low-pass filter input in the OFF pathway, the central and enhancing arms were occupied with band-pass filters. Because the PDs of PD enhancement and ND suppression need to be aligned, the fastest element of the combination, principally Tm2, must be located in the central position. This is also illustrated by the two worst combinations ( Figure 5E, right) , where even though the BL module on its own performs quite well, the oppositely oriented HR module destroys the direction selectivity of the hybrid detector. As above, hybrid detectors with the low-pass filter, Tm9, on the central arm perform poorly, as the constituting BL half contributes little to direction selectivity in those combinations (Figure 5E , right; e.g., Tm2xTm9/Tm4).
According to our simulations, and if the structure for T5 resembles the hybrid detector proposed for T4, the arrangement of a central Tm2, flanked on the null side by an enhancing Tm1 and on the preferred side by a suppressing Tm9 input, achieves by far the best direction selectivity. This implementation would predict inhibitory/suppressing input from Tm9 onto T5, which could be experimentally tested. Consistent with this arrangement, out of all four T5 columnar inputs, blocking the synaptic output from Tm4 cells results in the lowest reduction in OFF-edge responses in tangential cells [20] . Nevertheless, those blocking experiments indicate that Tm4 plays a role in the detector that awaits resolving. In this study, we have shown that the activation of the octopamine system by CDM shifts the temporal-frequency and velocity tuning of T4 and T5 neurons to higher temporal frequencies/ velocities, mirroring the temporal tuning shift in tangential cells of the lobula plate observed under active locomotion or octopaminergic activation [24] [25] [26] [27] . At the level of T4 and T5 neurons, we find a temporal-frequency optimum of about 1-1.5 Hz for moving gratings under control conditions, corroborating previous studies [14, 17, 22] . Application of CDM shifts the temporal-frequency optimum to 2.5 Hz. T4 and T5 cells show a velocity optimum for moving edges at 3 /s or lower under control conditions, which shifts to about 12 /s under CDM. The much higher velocity optimum observed in tangential cells [40] results from the summation of synaptic inputs from the larger number of T4 and T5 neurons swept by the edge during the same time interval at higher velocities.
In parallel to the temporal-frequency tuning shift in T4 and T5 neurons, the temporal response properties of the input elements, in particular of the band-pass filter elements, accelerate. Indeed, the shift in the tuning of T4 and T5 neurons ( Figure 3 ) can be fully accounted for by the speeding of their input elements (Figures 4  and 5 ). This further supports the hypothesis that the temporal kinetics of the input elements alone, without any further filtering at the synaptic or T4/T5 dendritic levels, represent the delay stage of the elementary motion detectors.
Interestingly, we observe that whereas the order of input elements with respect to their filter characteristics generally remained the same under CDM, Tm1 became faster than Tm4 (Figure S6) . As a consequence, simulated motion detectors using combinations that relied on temporal differences between these two cell types suffered a strong reduction or complete breakdown of direction selectivity under CDM ( Figure 5 ). Considering cell-to-cell variability and such changes under different physiological conditions, detectors relying on small differences in the dynamics of their input elements [18, 39] will not be robust.
Octopaminergic neurons broadly innervate the optic lobes, specifically the medulla, lobula, and lobula plate [26, 28, 29] . They activate during flight and are necessary and sufficient for the observed change in the temporal tuning profile of tangential cells [26] . Although the molecular and cellular mechanisms of action on the medulla neurons and T4/T5 cells, as well as the precise physiological activation of the octopamine system, are beyond the scope of this study, a few points are worth noting. Four different types of octopamine receptors exist in Drosophila that are all G protein-coupled receptors but act via different pathways and thus will have different effects [41, 42] . Of those four types, only the octopamine receptors Oamb and to a lesser degree Oct1bR appear to be expressed in the optic lobes [42] . The expression pattern of these octopamine receptors is not known at the cellular level. Considering that all input elements in both the ON and the OFF pathway are accelerated in their responses, albeit to different degrees, it is entirely possible that those changes are indirect and inherited from neurons in the lamina or even the retina. For example, an accelerated response in L1 and L2, and to a smaller degree in L3, could explain the observed response changes in the medulla neurons described here. So far, octopaminergic neurons have not been shown to innervate the retina and lamina directly [26, 28, 29 ], yet octopamine might nevertheless directly or indirectly affect photoreceptors or lamina neurons. For example, lamina widefield neurons, projecting from the medulla back into the lamina and forming synaptic inputs to lamina neurons [43] , are modulated by the behavioral state and octopamine signaling [44] . Although it cannot be excluded that octopamine acts at multiple levels, including on T4/T5 neurons directly, we have shown that the observed tuning shift in T4/T5 neurons can be fully accounted for by the changes in the temporal dynamics of their input elements.
Pharmacological activation, like any optogenetic or other exogenous activation of the octopamine system, is unlikely to capture all subtleties of the physiological changes during active locomotion, yet it can serve as a tool to manipulate the tuning of the visual motion detection system. At the same time, considering the match between pharmacological manipulation and physiological state changes observed at the level of lobula plate tangential cells [24] [25] [26] , it is highly likely that the speeding of the filter characteristics in the medulla neurons described here is relevant under physiological conditions.
We have shown that it is possible to construct a hybrid HR/BL detector (as proposed in [17] ) with the measured filters for the cellular elements for both the ON and the OFF pathway across different network states. From these, we can predict anatomical arrangements that would give rise to the observed response characteristics of the elementary motion detectors. Although we cannot rule out additional synaptic or dendritic filter mechanisms, we show that the temporal dynamics of the input elements alone are sufficient to explain the response properties of the elementary motion detectors across different tuning regimes. Future studies using the genetic toolbox of Drosophila to activate or block individual input neurons and studying the effects on visual responses in the T4 and T5 cells, as well as neurotransmitter and receptor expression pattern analyses and electronmicroscopic reconstructions of the wiring, will be required to verify and further confine the proposed circuitry.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Experimental procedures are described in detail in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. 
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